
Note: We recommend taking your dog to a vet every six months for a stool 
check and intestinal parasite analysis of your dog eats poo on a regular basis.

Why Do Dogs Eat Poo?
Dogs will eat their own, other dog’s and often other species stools for a number 
of different reasons...
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How to Stop Poo Eating?

• Switch to a more species appropriate diet
• Clean up any poo so your dog can’t practise the unwanted behaviour
• Never punish your dog for eating poo as this will just increase its likelihood
• Teach a reliable ‘leave it’ cue
• Provide lots of opportunity for enrichment and games to curve boredom

Medical
There could be an underlying 

medical reason for stool 
eating. 

Hunger
Some dogs will eat poo because they’re 
hungry. In this instance it can be helpful 

to increase their food consumption 
and/ or feed more times throughout 

the day.

Boredom
Dogs with little to do 
are more likely to try 

this habit. 

Copy Cats
Dogs that have witnessed 
other dogs eat poo may 

be more inclined to try this 
behaviour.  

Diet
Dogs that are deficient in particular 
enzymes, may supplement this by 
recycling stool that is rich in these 

enzymes. Some animals, specifically 
rabbit’s droppings, contain a rich 

source of vitamins and enzymes that 
dogs are only too happy to recycle! 

Environment
Dogs that have been kept in dirty 

environments may choose to 
clear their stools up themselves. 
This is why dogs are unlikely to 

defecate in crates. 

Fear
Sadly there remains advice online that 
suggests rubbing a dogs nose in their 
stools to teach dogs not to defecate 
inside. Dogs that have been punished 
for dedicating in the wrong place may 
eat their stools to hide the evidence 

and thus avoid punishment. 

Parenthood
Traditionally mothers have consumed 
the faeces of their litter to hide the 
scent when the litter is vulnerable. 


